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(She Degoi^aiaTop? and Rui^nishei^. 

MINOR ARTS OF DECORATION. 

CORNER 

pieces for gold molding are made with whiting, 
with some plaster of Paris and glue. When about to fix 
them they are placed for a few moments on a damp 

cloth, and laid on a sheet of iron. When soft and pliant the 
surface to be attached is spread with strong glue. 

A prominent decorator remarked lately that his view of the 
true principle of decoration was not the upholsterer's sense of 
harmony, as shown in covering all the furniture with stuff cut 
from the same piece, and hanging up curtains to match, but by 

making one color dominant and ringing the changes on it, 
yellow for instance leading up to green, silver gray to purple, 
and Venetian red to brown, the subordinate tints in each case 
having a certain affinity to the dominant color, here and there 
a bit of contrast being introduced. Without impugning textile 
coverings, he insists that these should simply fall in as to color 

with the general scheme. 

No faculty is more useful to the decorator than that of being 
able to picture a room as finished while yet nothing is begun, 
or, at most, when experiments only have been made. This has 
been aptly termed the decorator's second sight. 

A good composition for distemper paint consists of tapioca 
flour or similar farinaceous substance of a glutinous nature, 
added to twenty-eight times its weight in whiting, with one 
fourth the weight of the flour in stainers. 

A good effect is produced by papering walls with good flock 
paper, and afterwards painting over the whole with a broad flat 
color, which has the effect of bringing out the raised design in 
darker tints than the background. 

Increased skill is shown in making brocade, cashmere and 
tapestry wall papers. The full effect of the pattern is distinct 
from whatever point viewed. The grounds are in gold and 
silver. In the former color they possess many varied tints; in 
the silver tints a tasteful green and a delicate salmon tint look 

well. Vines in dark shades harmonizing with the grounds con 
stitute a frequent figure .work. Js^s^h. care and labor is needed 
in the 

preparation^"pJ^idM^^^s. ^e .finished pattern is the 
result of :t1?ei|j|^ &-?*lt 

^^ silver 
.grounds e^^g0^ffox 

a year before a^y printing upon them 

y^^i^0^a. The comparatively high prices^&sked for the 
i*vbrdeade and satin papers are due to the long delays and much 

labor employed in their preparation. &-^ 
In a reception room just decorated in Philadelphia, the tone 

of the wall paper is a neutral drab in the Eastlake style of orna 

ment, on a quiet silvery ground. The cornice border or frieze is 
in the same style, with a delicate blue introduced. The cornice 

is in two sections, the first marked by a gilt molding, the second 
is light drab and gray. The cove has a sea-green background. 

The ceiling is in panels, having a pearl ground; that of the 
centre piece is delicate gray. In the styling is found Turkey red. 
The devices of the panel ornaments are flowers and ornamental 
scroll work in the Pompeiian style. 

The drawing-room of a New York residence recently finished 
has silken panels on the walls in celaclon, blue and warm buff 

tints, bordered with embroidered satins of classical design, rising 
from a dado of black and goldr in accordance with the furniture, 

which is black walnut, inlaid ebony and engraved gold, uphol 
stered in crimson silk damask, the carpet being designed in sub 
dued shades of olive green. . 

' 

In panel painting chrome yellow should never be used in 
stead of gold as a ground for flower designs; there is as much" 
difference between the two as between a giowing sunset in nature 
and its feeble portrayal on a cheap chromo. The shades and 
delicate tints of flowers are destroyed by this color; the leaves 
become dull and lifeless and the panels too often become glaring 
attempts at novelty. The shadows are poor, and the flowers are 

apt to look wilted. -' 

A veneer having the shade of the finest ebony and supple 
as leather, may be. prepared by heating the wood in a weak 
solution of soda lye, then repeatedly working it, after which, 

when dry, it is steeped in a hot and concentrated solution of 

logwood. It is finally plunged into a solution of copperas. 
In hot pressed gold wall papers the estampe" or embossed 

goods have been brought to great perfection in combination with 
the so-called mother-of-pearl paper, a light glazing over gold and 
silver, appearing more beautiful than imitation tapestry. As rich 
decorations they are particularly adapted for borders on flock 
paper. 

The Decorator and Furnisher for November is a beautiful number, and 
excels anything yet gotten out. America has long needed such a journal as 
this and the leading houses in several lines give it their solid support. The 
advertising pages alone are works of art; they are beautiful pictures and show 
what good taste and art in composition of type can do.- This would seem strange 
in a journal which always, by reason of its wide influence and circulation, retains 
the patronage of an advertiser who once secures space in its columns, for we 
expect in regular patrons a sameness that often wearies, but not so with this. 
The advertisements are changed often, new themes are discussed, and hints given 
in its editorial pages to the trade, which furnish them with ideas if they have 
none themselves. 

The new frontispage, designed by Rattray, is surpassingly beautiful. Nothing 
richer appears on the news-stands of this country, but rich as this paper has been 
in the past it will be still more beautiful in the future, for the editors assure us 
"largely increased, resources and an expenditure even more liberal than that" 
which has characterized its conduct in the past will make it still more valuable 
to its readers in the future."?Buffalo Mining News, Nov. 16. 

DESIGN FOR PANELLED CEILING, BT R. FISCIUNGER. 
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